
6009 Allentown Blvd.
Harrisburg, Pa  17112
717-635-9271

*30 Day Monthly Pass (ages 13 years & up) means one Salt Session per day over a 30 day period. 
More than one session in the same day will result in an additional fee (salt room $20 & salt bed 
$20).  A 30 Day Pass are per person and cannot be shared with any other people.  A person with a 
30 Day Pass participating in a group salt session do not count as a member of the group as 
"Group Sessions" must be at least 5 paying people to qualify  for our group rate.  30 Day Passes 
can only be used for regular Salt Room or Salt Bed sessions only and do not include any other 
specialty sessions or services offered at  SaltEfx.  Our 30 Day Pass cannot be froze due to sickness, 
vacations or any other reasons.  Our 30 Day Pass can be started on any day of the month and is 
good for thirty days from that start date.  No contracts or commitments are required.  When your 
pass is finished at the end of thirty days, you can choose to purchase another one whenever you 
like.  A 30 Day Pass purchased as a gift will be started when it is redeemed by the individual.  

***Kid's/Parent or Guardian 30 Day Pass can only be used  for 20 or 30 minute kid's salt sessions 
in our Family Room!  No other salt room services are included.  Kid's/Parent or Guardian 30 Day 
Passes are per person and cannot be shared with anyone else or frozen due to sickness, vacations or 
any other reasons!  These passes do not include any other salt room/or salt bed sessions or any other 
services.   A child with a 30 Day Pass MUST always be accompanied by a Parent/Guardian with or 
without a pass.  NO EXCEPTIONS!!  An Adult/Guardian with a Pass can only use this pass when 
accompanying a child who also has a pass.

**Group Session participants, we ask you pay $20 in Cash so we don't have to run individual credit 
cards for each person in your group.  You are already receiving a discount and it helps save on credit 
card fees.  Please call in advance for date and time availability for your group session.  Those with 
a 30 Day Pass participating in a group salt session do not count as a member of the group, as 
"Group Sessions" must be at least 5 paying persons to qualify for our group rate.  ... Thank you!!


